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ATTENTION 
 

Notes: 

 The damage during the transportation is due to carrier. 

 The safety performance is considered during design and manufacture. 

Sufficient training and skillful operation can only make the product safety guaranteed. 

 The requirements about parameters on the nameplate should be satisfied by 

qualified electrician responsible for the power. 

 Carefully read this manual before usage, any usage or repair is forbid before 

reading this manual. 

 The company has the right to improve partial structure, no obligation for update 

about products sold before. 

 The damage due to overload weight (Main platform with 5000KG weight, sub 

platform with 3500KG weight), the user responsible for the responsibility. 
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Packing, handling and storage  
1.Packing method  

Lift packing include the flowing parts : 

 Lift main body packing in the packing frame ,completely wound with non-breakable material,include 

all the parts . 

 Power unit ,electric control box , ramp ,motor protector and other parts packing in the wooden case . 

 If customer has any special request, we could supply some optional parts. 

2 Lift handling method:  

 Handling the lift must use the nylon belt with steel ,capacity must more than 3 tons,and at the center 

of gravity. 

 Loading and unloading force don’t be directly on the body. 

 Transportation temperature is -25-55 , more than 70  transport and storage should not exceed 24 
hours. 

3 Transport safety precautions 

 When transport ,should choose the suitable tools , to avoid hurt people and equipment . 

 When lift up the package, please lift the package up after finding the center of gravity, not allowed 

front or rear, left or right uneven lifting to avoid equipment fall over, 

 Not allow someone stand under equipment,in case damage happened. 

4 Storage  

1)  Lift storage should put horizontally ,and not allowed to stack heavy objects. 

2) Storage place must be waterproof, moisture-proof,  temperature -10  ~ +40 

Handling picture as following : 
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1、 product features  

1.1 product overview 

Four post lift apply four -post structure,and second lifting is scissor structure,simple and beautiful 

appearance, easy operation, safe and reliable, suitable for all kinds of high-precision wheel alignment and 
auto repairs. The features are as follows: 

A． Main platform is Hydraulic cylinder drive, wire rope transmission, sub platform is scissor 
structure, The main cylinder and slave cylinders are driven synchronously. 

B．  Mechanical lock is pneumatic release, convenient for unlocking, there is steel rope loose 
protection lock structure, to protect the operator’s safety. 

C． It can work at any height within the travel range .During the operation, the platform can be 

locked (mechanical lock & wire rope anti-fracture safety lock). 

D． Lifting platform in the locked position level can be adjusted to meet the precise needs of four 

wheel alignment. 

1.2 Structure and composition 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

1．Main post  2. Electric control parts  3. Pump station 4. slave posts 5. Beam parts  6. Beam- 
assembly parts  7. Main platform       8. Slave platform  9. Sub lifting platform   10.ramp 
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2、Technical performance parameters and overall dimension 

No. Parameters  Unit  Parameter value 

1 Main machine Lifting 

capacity  

kg ≤5000 

2 Main machine 

Lifting height 

mm 250～1900mm 

3 Sub machine lifting 

capacity 

kg ≤3500 

4 Sub machine lifting 

height 

mm 75～480mm 

5 Platform width mm 630 

 6 Lifting time s ≤50 

   7 Net weight  kg 2200 

   8 Dimension  mm 6765*3481*2355 

   9 Power  415V/380V/220V，50Hz 

   10 Motor power  kw 3.0KW 

   11  System pressure Mpa 20 
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 3.0 Safety instructions and equipment safety introduction 

3.1 Safety rules  
 
Please read and fully understand the entire contents of this manual prior to 
operation, such as instructions and rules. Negligence may cause severe 
accidents, electric shock or serious physical injury and property  damage. 

 
 

 

. Know your machine  
For personal safety, please read the manual carefully. Be familiar with the application and restriction of 
the machine as well as the potential hazard related to the machine.  
b. Keep work area clean  
The disordered area and load-bearing components may cause accidents.  
c. Do not use it in dangerous environment  
Do not use the machine in wet or rainy place or expose it in the rain. Keep the work area with good 
lighting condition.  
d. Keep non-trained personnel away.  
All visitors should keep safe distance in the work area.  
e. Do not operate the machine by force  
Operate the machine to work at designed speed safely.  
f. Dress properly   
Please don’t wear loose-fitting clothes, gloves, necklace, bracelet or jewelry which may be caught by 
moving part of the machine. Please wear non-slip shoes and a cap to cover long hair.  
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g. Do not maintain the machine under working situation.  
The machine should be maintained periodically, such as lubrication, adjustment.  
h. Before maintenance and replacing spare parts, cut off the power of the machine  
i. Don’t operate the machine without supervision.  

3.2 Equipment safety design introduction 

3.2.1 Steel Wire rope Anti-break structure 

   Working principle: In the platform lock state, the wire rope to relax the safety lock in the double 

spring tension in a reset state; when the platform rises, the wire rope tension, then safety lock tension, can 

not afford to lock in the descending process, At this moment, if a steel wire rope suddenly breaks the 

safety lock and quickly restores under the action of the double spring tension, the platform is locked, 

thereby preventing the platform from rapidly dropping and unilateral tilting is too large, causing the 
automobile to slide down or even injure the personal health. 

 

 

 

                                                      

 

 

  FIG.3.1 Steel rope normal(mechanical lock state)  Fig.3.2 Steel rope broken(Security lock state) 

Mechanical lock spacing is 75mm, one of the rope rupture, the maximum offset is 75mm, less than the 
safety requirements of 100mm.（Fig.3.3） 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3.3 Lock rack mechanical lock spacing               Fig.3.4 Cylinder internal joint 
explosion-proof device 

At the same time, add steel rope loose protection limit switch, If the steel rope breakoff during 
rise or down process, the platform will not lean. 
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(Fig.3.5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

   Fig. 3.5 steel rope loose protection limit switch 

Note: Although the limit switch is adjusted before sending out of factory, it need to be checked 
whether all work well after installation. 

Steel rope loose protection structure：（Fig. 3.6） 

 

                   Fig. 3.6 

The difference between platform pulley and plate is 5mm, steel rope diameter is 14mm, below steel 
rope radius,so the steel rope will not fall off the pulley groove 

3.2.2 Tubing explosion-proof device 

Explosion-proof valves are fitted inside of the cylinder ,to allow the platform to descend at a slower 
rate in the event of a tubing rupture, allowing personnel enough time to escape .(Fig.3.4） 
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3.2.3 Warning mark 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3Wire rope inspection and maintenance 

Wire rope generally 3-5 years to replace or when you see significant wear and tear on the surface. It is 

forbidden to use the lift if the rope is worn. 

Steel wire rope lubrication: The wire rope should be keep lubricated state always. The internal and 

external strands should be fully lubricated. Excessive use will shorten the service life of the steel wire 

rope. In order to ensure good lubrication of the rope , the lubrication interval should not be exceed over 

three months. 

According to the U.S. RP54, wire ropes are checked daily before using the lift. Non-compliant ropes 

should be replaced immediately. 

3.3what circumstances to change rope？ 

a.the rope is damaged       b.Wire rope twisting, crushing, cutting and center line leakage                  

c.Wear the original diameter of 10%      d.Crash damage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4、 Installation  

 4.1 Before installing the lift, pay attention to following events:  

4.1.1 Select installation location  

Lift should be installed in the house according to the design ,no obstacle ,Well-ventilated . 

installation should away from wash area, paint, paint corrosive solvent storage area , also it need 
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some distance from wall ,has emergency channel ,away from fire source . If the installation is close 

to the bedroom, there may be an explosion, which is dangerous, and must be avoided here. There are 

other health and safety regulations, such as the minimum distance from walls or other equipment, 

and emergency access. All fires must be kept away from the hoist and which must be surrounded by 

a good environment. (note: pay attention to the tail direction of the front and the space around the 
main column.) 

 

a).The location of the lift should be subject to the design and planning requirements of the whole site. Try 

to leave enough operation space as much as possible.  

b).The steel reinforced concrete should be poured after compaction of the groundwork. The thickness 
should be more than 150mm and the strength should be over 3000PSI with curing time of over 30 days.   

c).Ensure there are no defects on ground. According to the Fig. 2 groundwork dimensions, determine the 

installation location of the equipment and mark lines (as the reference for equipment installation). The 

horizontal variation of four positions (A, B, C and D) for installing upright posts should be not more than 

5mm. 

4.2  Installation foundation preparation 
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4.3 Installation tool preparation 

Percussion drill, φ 16 impact bit, horizontal tube, tape (5m), movable wrench, inner 

hexagon wrench, crowbar, flat screwdriver, vertical gauge, pliers, chalk, sockets and 

cables. 

4.4 Mounting position of each assembly 

 
 
 
1、Main column assembly part  2、Slave column assembly part    3、Beam assembly part 
  
4、Beam-symmetrical assembly part   5、Main platform assembly part    
6、Sub-platform assembly part 
               
7、Ramp assembly part           8、Pneumatic unlocking valve assembly       
9、Pneumatic slip plate valve assembly 
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4.5 Connecting main, sub-platform and beam： 

According to the drawing line position of the foundation, the main and  sub lifting platforms are placed 
in the left and right positions according to the graphical distance. The main and sub beams are supported 
by equal high iron stool or other reliable support (about 300mm height) under the main and secondary 
beams. Note that the two platforms are in the right direction (note figure 4.1, figure 4.2:) 

 

Note: the relative position of the main and secondary platforms is as follows figure 4.1. The detailed 
installation steps are as follows: 

 

   

 

                                     Fig4.1 

                                                               

           Fig4.2                      Fig4.3                   Fig4.4 

 

 

Pay attention to the position of the platform port 

Beam corresponding main platform  
4 connection Holes 

Beam corresponding sub-platform  6 holes  

Vehicle direction  

2、Slave platform assembly 

1、Main platform assembly 

Transposition block 
end 

Transposition block end 

Side slider end 
Side slider end  
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a)Remind the main platform is equipped with pulley rope and the main cylinder； 

The entire installation process should pay special attention not to squeeze the rope and tubing and ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

tracheal wires and so on．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．！！！．．． 

1) Place the main and slave beams on the ground from one side to the opposite position (figure 4.1), 

and then support them under the main and slave beams with equal high iron benches or other 

reliable supports (about 300mm height).; 

Be careful when placing the beam: 

1.Before placing the beam, please set the steel wire rope on the main platform in accordance with their 

own direction, the end of each wire rope through the beam exposed and placed in the following position 

(Figure4. 5) (Figure 4.6) 

2. Pay attention to the overall relative position of the main platform oil port as above (Figure4.1), pay 

attention to the four holes of the main platform fixed to the beam, as shown in (Figure 4.3) (Figure4. 4); 
to ensure the relative position between the two platforms and the beam is correct. 

 

、          

 

   

Fig 4.5                                                 Fig 4.6 

 

        

                                          图 

 

  

Fig4.7 Rope in the beam inside 
 

Rope in the main platform installation 
location (front direction) 

Rope in the main platform installation 
location (rear direction)  

5540mm

3600mm

10770mm

9400mm

Note: When the rope through the beam, 
the same side of the upper and lower 
side does not occur the cross , as shown 
above (Figure 4.5) (Figure 4.6) (parallel 
to the two sides separately) 
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Remove the large pulley shaft at both ends of the beam, make the big pulley place and float state(Fig4.8), 

and put the wire ropes under the main platform out of the corresponding large pulley groove, then reset 
the big pulley(Fig4.9). 

                  
   Fig 4.8   Remove the large cross-beam pulley                   Fig 4.9  Wire rope from the 
corresponding large pulley slot out 

 

 

※Large beam reset beam, bolt con．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．nection beams and platforms to be connected, be sure to confirm that ．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．

the rope are in their respective pulley slot!．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．． 

          
   Fig 10  Beam big pulley after recovery             Fig 11 Platform and beam bolt connection 
(vice platform bolt connection optional) 

Finally, the beam and the platform and the relative position of the rope as shown below (refer to the 

similar product installation diagram) 

             

M16X45(include 
spring washer ) 
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4.6    Column installation 

1) Remove four post cover and lift strip. Please refer Fig4.12`       

`             

 

Fig4.12 

2.Insert lift strip into the pinch at the end of the beam, then move the post toward the body. And then 

install post top plate. At this moment, you need to move the beam and platform integrally, so that the 

four post positions match the pre-scored position. Pay attention to the relative position of main post 

with pump station 
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 Fig.4.13 Insert the lock bar into the beam             Fig.4.14  Move main post to relative position 

3) Connect steel rope like drawing below direction to the post top plate 

At this moment, need to pull or Compress the cylinder rod to adjust the rope length,Refer to Fig.4.15. 

 

                   Fig4.15   Steel rope and post connection 

2) Using leveling rod to measure four posts sides to verify the top levelness, to provide adjustment 

basis for installation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             Fig.4.16                                  Fig.4.17 
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4.7 Hydraulic schematic diagram & electrical wiring and schematic diagram 

1) Hydraulic schematic diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) electrical wiring and schematic diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Electrical schematic 
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4.8  Oil pipe, air pipe and electric wires connection 

First of all, get familiar with hydraulic & electrical schematic diagram. Specific steps are as follows: 

 4.8.1 Tubing connection diagram： 
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4.8.2 Pump station and platform interface diagram： 

 
       Fig.1(Pumping station)                                Fig.2(platform) 

4.8.3 Tubing connection instructions： 

a. The oil tube L=2000mm is for MZ interface(Fig.1),then connect with the right angle joint on 
platform(Fig.2). The other oil tube L=2170mm which connected with the right angle joint and the 
cylinder of platform.(L=2170mm already installed well before delivery) 

b. The interface ZT on pumping station(Fig. 1) is for sub platform leveling,here oil tube L=2000mm 
to connect with T-joint on platform(Fig.2).And there are other two oil tubes L=2950mm and 
L=5450mm, where tube L=2950mm is connected with the upper oil outlet of the sub-platform main 
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cylinder on master platform,and the tube L=5450mm is connected with the lower oil outlet of 
sub-platform slave cylinder on slave platform through the groove of beam. 

c. The interface ZZ is for main cylinder of sub platform,where the oil tube L=2000mm (Fig.1),then 
connect with the right angle joint on platform(Fig.2). The other oil tube L=3050mm which connected 
with the right angle joint and main cylinder lower oil outlet of sub platform on master platform. 

4.8.3 Air pipe connection diagram： 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8.4 主立柱电磁阀位置示意图： 

 
Refer to above Fig., Solenoid valve-1 is a control element that lock release when the lift is 
lowered,using the φ8 air pipe connection to the upper air intake of the unlock cylinder;Solenoid 
valve-2 is a control element that controls the locking and loosening of the pneumatic slip 
plates,connecting the lower and upper air inlets of the slip plates cylinder with the φ6 black and blue 
air pipes respectively. 
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（The cylinder has been installed at the factory, and the air pipe needs to be installed by the user.） 

Detailed installation instructions are shown in the figure below，Note: The air pipe which connect 
the lift raise and decline is φ8 diameter，and pneumatic slip plates is φ6 diameter,also the color is 
black and blue. Please make connection correctly according to the diagram 

4.9 Wire rope tension adjustment 

Inching button and raise the lifting platform to the appropriate height，Remove the support under the 

platform to minimize the platform.Adjust the wire rope nut so that the tension of the four wire ropes is the 

same.Note:Before inching, pay special attention to observe whether the wire rope is in the correct position 

and ensure that the wire rope is in the corresponding pulley groove. 

4.10 Adjust the position of column and beam  

as well as ground fixed： 

A. Rise the platform to a height of 200mm, 

adjust the position between post and beam  

The longitudinal direction (the direction of  

the car) requires the head of the beam is 

in the middle of the column notch， 

To make the the gap between the two side blocks  

is same。In the transverse direction,  

the block is close to the side of the column, and the distance is about 2-3mm 

(as shown on the right) 

B. Adjust the vertical of column and ground： 

Use steel tape to measure the vertical and horizontal two distance of the column at the upper and 
bottom ends 

Distance in one direction,The error of upper and lower distance is required not exceeded 5mm. 

If necessary ,use adjusting pad to adjust .Note,when adjusting ,should make sure top end distance is 
not less than bottom distance 

Considering the force and deformation of the hoist load, it is appropriate to increase the distance at 
the top end in the range of the required error. 

C. According to the post position ,use Φ16mm percussion drilling dill anchor bolt hole ,the depth is 
about 110mm.After drilling,Clean the air hole and ground powder with brush and compression air. 

D. Align the hole of the column bottom plate to the hole on the ground,Insert expansion bolt,Assemble 
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nuts and washers onto bolts,reserve 3~5mm screw thread,Then tap the mandrel of the expansion bolt 
with a hammer until the gasket close contact with the column floor 

E. If the post is not vertical, it is necessary to insert the adjusting pad into the bottom of the post  
bottom, and finally tighten the nut 

F. The tightening torque is about 

 80N.M 

 

 

 

 

4.11 Adjust the levelness of main and sub platforms： 

Raise the main and sub lifting platforms to the proper height.Then operate the up / down button of the 

main platform, let the four locking blocks are all in the same height lifting square hole.Use the level 

instrument to test the platform level.When adjustment is needed,Adjust the top nut of the lifting strip,let 

the error of main and sub platform is within 5mm ,finally lock it tightly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.12 Sub-platform synchronous and horizontal adjustment  

(oil supplement) 
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Press the jack“UP” button,If the two platforms  

height are inconsistent.The adjustment method is as below: If the sub cylinder of the jack is higher,Then 
open the leveling valve, as shown on the right fig（Balance valve opening degree depends on the platform 
height difference 

similarly hereinafter）,Press jack“DOWN”button till the two platform height is same，release the 
button,close the leveling valve quickly; 

If the jack sub-cylinder is lower,then press jack”UP” 

Button till the two platform height is same.release the button  

and close the leveling valve quickly 

 

 Note: strictly forbid Leveling operation when loading the car！Leveling valve can not be opened 

at will，to avoid danger！！  

Finally, no-load test run up and down two times,check whether the work is normal or not,the 

platform locking reliability check should be repeated several times.After no-load check, load the car again 

to check whether the hydraulic system is working properly.After debugging finished,apply proper grease 

to the wire rope and pulley,and make the final arrangement. 

4.13 Preparation before loading car  

A.Coating lubricating grease(GB7324-87)on touching surface of moving cross beam. 

B.Fill hydraulic oil N46(SY1227-84) into tank fully.Choose oil 32# to 40# in winter when temperature is 
low and regular oil in summer.  

 

Note ：When repairing ，main  platform should be locked safety after the car be raised to a 
required height . 

Note point: 

Operate strictly according to operating procedures, and can’t operate arbitrarily 

When driving the car to the lift ，Because the center of gravity of various cars is different，The 

center of gravity of the car should be as close as possible to the plane composed of four post 。 

The first installation, strictly prohibit motor reversal, so as not to damage the oil pump。 

The hydraulic oil must be the high pressure anti-wear hydraulic oil produced by the regular    

manufacturer。 
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Always check the safety  lock  working condition,to make it safe and reliable. 

The hydraulic valve, system pressure, etc. have been adjusted before leaving the factory, and the 

user shall not adjust it without permission, Otherwise, the consequences will be borne by the user 
himself 

Pay attention to whether the lifting platform is synchronous,if not than should adjust the tension of 
the wire rope . 

When repair  the car ,safety lock must be efficient in working state 

 

5  Maintenance   

5.1 Repair and maintenance  

Four post lift daily repair and maintenance should pay attention to below points: 

A． The equipment should be clean and sanitary，no foreign object under the platform and 
equipment ，In order to avoid falling and extrusion when lifting and falling, cause equipment 
damage and personnel injury 。 

B． Keep the hydraulic, electrical tube, the line clean, In order to avoid line aging .damage。 

C． Replace the hydraulic oil every 9~10 months。When oil is released, the old oil should be put 
out clean。When refueling, should pay attention that the oil level be in the middle of the oil 
dipstick。The oil level should be checked frequently，When the oil is lower than the oil mark, 
should be filled to the middle line on time。It is forbidden to fall foreign body into oil tank, so as 
not to damage the oil pump。 

D． Clean oil filters once a quarter。Cleaning with kerosene，use brush to clean the foreign 
objects。Be careful not to damage the oil filter，Once found damaged, should be replaced 
promptly。Grease is often applied on the pulley of the platform, and the lubrication interval can 
not exceed 3 months, so as to prolong the service life of the related parts 

E.Every half month should be fully check whether the fastening screws are loose, especially 
whether the expansion bolts on the behind of the column bottom are firm or not, and whether 
the four big pulley shaft nuts under the main platform are loose。 

F．。Every six months should check whether the column is vertical, if the verticality changes, need 
to readjust, and tighten the nut, tightening torque is about 80N.M.、 

G.According to relevant laws, steel wire rope should be checked before using lift every day. Non 
standard wire rope should be replaced immediately。 
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5.2 Common faults and troubleshooting 

No Fault phenomenon Troubleshooting 

1 Motor not work 

 Check whether the power supply have 
electricity  ； 

 Check whether the wiring in the motor terminal 
box is loose； 

2 Motor no power；  Motor phase loss ； 

3 Motor run but no power 

 Motor reversal, check three phase four wire 
power supply； 

 Check whether oil is enough，the inlet pipe falls 
off or not， filter plugged or not； 

4 
Drop automatic after 

lifting  
 Clean pump check valve  reversing valve, pressure 

relief valve； 

5 
Safety & mechanical lock 
not work ； 

 Observe the four column safety lock & 
mechanical lock position is normal or not； 

 Observe whether the position of the lock rack 
in the column is normal； 
 Check whether the extension spring of 
safety&mechanical lock works； 

6 Motor, electrical failure； 
 Cut off the power supply timely, check, repair 
and replace by professional electrician; 

7 Other； 
 If you find other abnormal phenomena, please 
call in time; 

 
6  Electrics and air security 
 
      Electric maintenance or troubleshooting can be taken by formal professional persons only.  

  
Do not modify or leave out connection system protector. 

 Read and pay high attention to the warning signs before start. 
Electric power must be cut off before troubleshooting. Main switch must be locked. 

 Use the lift safely in humid area in case of electric shock. 

 Do not let people stay nearby the lift when you want to power on the lift. 

 Do not open the electric control box unless electric inspection needed. 

 Do not modify the circuit unless approved by the manufacturer. 

 Check and confirm the electric spare parts specifications including the colorful code of the electric 

wire before changing. 

Do not wear metallic glasses, necklace, rings, watches, bracelet,etc during operation time. 
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Electronic control box button feature descriptions： 
                           

 

 
UP button 

Press this button for lifting up 

DOWN button 

Press this button for lowering down 

Lock and CE stop 

Press this button to lock the platforms when up to the height needed. Press DOWN button to lowering 

platforms at a height about 200mm higher from floor and can not lower down any more. Press this button 

and platforms will be started to lower again till to the lowest position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UP button DOWN button Lock and CE stop 
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: 

Packing list 

No. Name  Spc. Qty. Remark  

1 Main post assembly 1 main 3 sub  4pcs 4pcs／set 

2 Cross beam assembly bilateral symmetry 2pcs 2pcs/set 

3 Main platform （with mid-rise platform） 1pc with cylinder,hose,steel cable 

4 Sub platform （with mid-rise platform） 1pc  

5 Ramp  Width 630mm 2pc  

6 From platform plate  2pc  

7 Ramp pin φ18X530 2pcs With split pin 

8 hose  2250mm(straight end) 3pcs  

10 electrics power unit   1pc SXJS5019Z special 

11 electrics box assembly     1pc  

12 standard accessories box  1pc  

13 Post cover  4pcs  

14 wheel cover  4pcs  

15 Pipe wire frame Platform 1pc/post 1pc 2pcs SXJS5019Z special 

16 power unit cover  1pcs  

17 pipe platform cover  1pcs  

18 bellows joint  φ54 2 个 pcs  

19 cross beam wire cover    

20 wire cover fixing frame    

21 shock absorbing bar With nut（M20） 4sets  

22 Air pipe φ8 (black) 3 3000mm(1pc)4000mm(2pc) 

23 Air pipe φ6 （black&blue） 2 3000mm  black&blue each 1 pc 

24 straight air pipe joint 2-φ8(2 个) 2-φ6（2 个） 4  

25 Three way air pipe joint 3-φ8 2  
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Part list 

. name specification quantity remark 

1 U shape washer thick、thin each 5pcs 10pcs Adjust levelness 

2 Expansion bolt M16*120 16sets with nut/flat/spring washer 

3 hexagon screw M16*45 12sets 
With flat/spring washer (for 
platform connection) 

4 hexagon flange bolts M8*30(with nut） 4sets Fix power unit 

5 hexagon half round screw M6*20 4pcs fix electrics box 

6 
cross recessed small pan head 

screw  
M3*15 2pcs fix lock release valve on platform 

7 hexagon socket head cap screws M4*30 2pcs fix lock release on slide plate 

8 cross half round screw M4*16 4pcs Fix limited switch 

9 cross half round screw M4*30 4pcs Fix limited switch 

10 
cross recessed small pan head 

screw  
M6*16（with flat washer） 20sets fix pipe frame,cover 

11 hexagon half round screw M6*30 2 个 fix wire protector of cross beam 

12 outside hexagon bolts 
M12*20                 

(with flat,spring washer) 
8setd Fix front plate 

13 cross half round screw M5*8 24 个 fix cross beam wheel cover 

14 split pin Φ4x28 4 个 Connect ramp 

15 Shock pad  4 个 protect power unit from shocking 

16 User manual   with inspection sheet 

17 Inner hexagon bolt  M10*30 8 个 Pin connection (optional) 

18 Spring washer   8 个 Pin connection (optional) 

19 Flat washer   8 个 Pin connection (optional) 

20 
Non-metallic insert hex lock 

nut 
M10 8 个 Pin connection (optional) 
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Item   Name Specification    Code Quantity  

1 Main Post-SXJS5019Z   91021910100 1 

2 Post Cover   91020510200 4 

3 Hex Head Nut M20 12010101008 8 

4 Lifting lock teeth welding part   91020110300 4 

5 Hex Head Bolt M12 12010101005 16 

6 Flat Spacer φ12 12050203007 16 

7 Spring Washer φ12 12050201009 24 

8 Hex Head Bolt M12×30 12030100020 16 

9 Post Hat   91020110400 4 

10 Hexagon flange bolt M8×30 12030400005 4 

11 Hexagon flange Nut  M8 12010103002 4 

12 Electric box   21020600004 1 

13 Pump-Electric control    14020502066 1 

14  Pump Cover   91020210500 1 

15 Hexagon socket head cap screws M6×20 12020301020 6 

16 Hexagon socket head cap screws M6×10 12020301032 26 

17 Bracket for Limit Switch   91020210700 2 

18 Limit Switch ME8108 11110300004 2 

19 Hexagon socket head cap screws M5×10 12020301003 4 

20 Pneumatic valve bracket   91020210600 2 

21 Hexagon socket head cap screws M10×25 12020301049 12 

22 Hexagon socket head cap screws M3×25 12020102006 2 

23 Hex Head Nut M3 12010101011 2 

24 Pneumatic fluid power―Mounting interface 
surfaces of 3/2 solenoid valves  

3V110_06 11300000024 1 

25 Pneumatic fluid power―Mounting interface 
surfaces of 5/2 solenoid valves  

4M210_06A 11300000042 1 

26 Silencer BSLM01 14010300002 3 

27 angle coupling PL8-01 14010300015 5 

28 Slave Post-5T   91020320100 3 

29 beam welding parts   91021930100 2 

30  air cylinder installation shaft   91020230106 4 

31 Hexagon lock nut M10 12010500007 16 

32 air cylinder MA20-25-SDB 14010100003 4 

33 rod end bearing SI8TK 13030000001 4 
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34 mechanical lock welding parts   91020131900 4 

35 Torsion spring   91020130400 2 

36 Torsion spring - symmetry   91020130500 2 

37 Torsion spring Fixing bolts   91020130600 8 

38 Hex head bolt M8×35 12030100056 4 

39 Hexagon lock nut M8 12010500008 22 

40 lock shaft   91020130700 8 

41 safety lock welding parts   91020130800 4 

42 shaft circlip φ20 12090100008 16 

43 shaft circlip φ15 12090100021 8 

44 Limit bearing spacer   91020130900 8 

45 Limit bearing shaft   91020131000 4 

46 Self lubricating bearing 363233 13010100058 4 

47 platform pulley washer   91020131200 4 

48 pulley bushing   91020131300 4 

49 small pulley shaft   91020131400 4 

50 small pulley-5.5T   91020530600 4 

51  beam pulley shaft   91020131600 4 

52  beam pulley shaft plate   91020131700 8 

53 Hexagon socket head cap screws M8×12 12020301074 8 

54 oil cup M8 14020100003 8 

55 pulley cover   91020132000 4 

56 Cross recessed pan head screws M5×8 12020101005 16 

57 Nylon limit block   91020131900 8 

58 Hexagon socket head cap screw M8×16 12020301048 16 

59 pull rod   91020131800 4 

60 Cross recessed pan head screws M6×10 12020101055 8 

61 3521-clip   91030161305 4 

62 hex lock nuts M6 12010500001 22 

63 Safety lock tension spring   12060100002 4 

64 5.5T big pulley- beam   91020530500 4 

65 torsion spring-EAGLE   91020530300 2 

66 torsion spring-EAGLE-symmetry   91020530900 2 

67 limit wheel   91020132100 4 

68 Platform weldment (Main)-BP5X   91021950100 1 
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69 Transposition block (470) - welding   91021950200 2 

70 Transposition block(175)   91021950300 4 

71 Sub-machine anti-flip bracket welding parts   91021950400 4 

72 Inner hexagon cylinder head screw M10×25 12020301097 8 

73 Flat washer  Φ10 12050201005 8 

74 Sub-machine shear arm roller   91021950700 2 

75 Oil cup  Φ8 14020100001 24 

76 Inner hexagon cylinder head screw   91031260601 8 

77 Sub-machine roller self-lubricating bearing 353040 91021950900 8 

78 Sub-machine outer arm weldment   91021951000 2 

79 Sub-machine inner arm weldment   91021951100 2 

80 Sub-machine shear arm middle shaft   91021951200 2 

81 Sub-machine middle shaft self-lubricating 
bearing 

312830 91021951300 8 

82 Shaft circlip φ28 12090100018 4 

83 Inner hexagon socket flat end set screw M8×16 12020400005 24 

84 Sub-machine cylinder head shaft weldment   91021951400 2 

85 Inner hexagon cylinder head screw M8×16 12020301048 24 

86 Shaft circlip φ30 12090100004 10 

87 Sub-machine shear arm upper hinge   91021951500 8 

88 Sub-machineupper hinge self-lubricating 
bearing 

302630 91021951600 8 

89 Sub-machine platform - welding   91021951700 2 

90 Pull head - welding   91021951800 2 

91 Sub-machine main cylinder    14020401039 1 

92 Side slide body weldment (75)   91021951900 2 

93 Side slide bearing pin   
QJYJ40Y1-00-2

6 48 

94 Flat washer φ16 12050201006 96 

95 Deep groove ball bearing 6003-2Z 13020100001 50 

96 Side slider tension spring   ZM3521-00-30 8 

97 Big pulley   91021952000 3 

98 Solid lubricating bearing 453533 91021952100 3 

99 Platform pulley spacer (2)   91021952200 3 

100 Platform pulley spacer (1)   91021952300 4 

101 Big pulley - thin   91021952400 4 
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102 Air cylinder  MAL20x50 14010100020 4 

103 Side slider positioning sleeve   91021952900 16 

104 Side slide positioning bracket weldment   91021953000 4 

105 Side slider limit pad   91021953100 2 

106 Inner hexagon cylinder head screw M6×16 12020301031 23 

107 Hexagon lock nut M6 12010500001 16 

108 Inner hexagon cylinder head screw M8×25 12020301017 16 

109 Hexagon lock nut M8 12010500008 16 

110 Flat washer  φ8 12050201004 16 

111 Oil cylinder    14020405001 1 

112 Oil cylinder pin    91020151100 1 

113 silencer M16×1.5-37 14010300001 1 

114 Composite pad φ16 12130100002 1 

115 Right angle joint M16*1.5-M14*1.
5 

15030200001 1 

116 Sub-machine cylinder shaft   91021953200 2 

117 Sub-machine cylinder  shaft spacer (main)   91021953300 2 

118 Wire rope fixing plate welding parts   91021953400 1 

119 Wire rope fixed baffle   91021953500 1 

120 Hex nuts M27 12010104001 1 

121 Shaft circlip φ17 12090100023 2 

122 Cylinder wire rope anti-angle iron   91021953600 1 

123 Inner hexagon socket head cap screws M8×16 12020301085 4 

124 Tubing clip(double slot)   91021953900 3 

125 Front baffle   91020451500 2 

126 Inner hexagon cylinder head screw M12×20 12020301025 8 

127 Flat washer  φ12 12050201009 8 

128 Pipeline bracket (platform)   91021953800 1 

129 Pipe platform cover   91021953700 1 

130 Long right angle joint M14×1.5 15030200011 3 

131 Hexagon lock nut M14×1.5 12010500003 3 

132 Platform pulley shaft (2)   91021952700 2 

133 Platform pulley shaft (3)   91021952800 1 

134 Platform pulley shaft (1)   91021952600 2 

135 Solid lubricating bearing 453522 91021952500 4 
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136 Platform pulley spacer   91021954100 1 

137 Platform tubing retaining groove   91021954000 1 

138 Platform welding parts (sub)-BP5X   91021960100 1 

139 Sub-machine slave cylinder   14020401040 1 

140 Sub-machine block shaft spacer (pair)   91021960500 2 

141 Ramp weldment-BP5X   91021970100 2 

142 Ramp axle pin-BP5X   91021970200 2 

143 Nylon roller   91020170200 4 

144 Shaft circlip φ16 12090100017 4 

145 Cotter pin φ4×40 12080100001 4 

 

Item  Code  Name  Specification  Quantity 

1 14020506001 AC aluminum motor 380V/3PH/50Hz/3KW/2850rpm 1 

2 14020506002 Coupling HLJT-A 1 

3 14020506003 Single stop solenoid valve SV2-08-2NCP-M 1 

4 14020506004 Check valve DYF-C3 1 

5 14020506005 Transition valve block GDFK-73A 1 
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6 14020506006 Globe valve JYF-C4 1 

7 12020301102 Hexagon socket bolt M6×75 4 

8 14020506007 Transition valve block GDFK-73B 1 

9 12130100001 Combination mat φ14 3 

10 15030100034 Tubing connector M14×1.5-M14×1.5 3 

11 14020506008 Double stop solenoid valve SV-08-2NCSP-LM 2 

12 12020301103 Hexagon socket bolt M8×80 2 

13 14020506009 Suction tubing XYG-L465 1 

14 14020506010 Return pipe YH-D 1 

15 14020506011 Filter YG-C 1 

16 14020506012 Main valve block XLFK6-13 1 

17 14020506013 Throttle valve JYF-C3 1 

18 14020506014 O-Rings 105×5 1 

19 14020506015 Pressure valve LRV-08-36 1 

20 12020301104 Hexagon socket bolt M6×35 4 

21 14020506016 Gear pump CBK-F233-G 1 

22 12030400008 Outer hexagon  bolt with flange M5×8 4 

23 14020506017 Hanging metal oil drum GTYT-14L-01 1 

24         

25         
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Exploded view of electric control box: 

 

 

 

No. Code Item Specs QTY 
1 16050400043 Base plate  394X192 1 
2 11110100007 Power switch LW30-25 1 
3 11110100014 Button-1A n22 3 
4 11300000009 Indication light AC24V 22DS 1 
5 11300000011 Beep AC24V 22D/MS 1 
6 11300000005 AC Contactor CJX2-1210 AC 24V 1 
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7 11110200002 Miniature circuit breaker DZ47  16A 1 
8 16050400044 Box body   1 
9 16050400044 Box cover   1 
10 11110200003 Electric parts assembly track -252   1 
11 11180000003 Transformer63VA JBK3-63VA 1 
12 11110200004 Track plate plug   2 
13 12020101012 Pan head screws with cross recess M4×8 6 
14 11280100006 Cable lock M20X1.5 4 
15 12020101042 Pan head screws with cross recess M5×10 4 
16 11240000027 Rubber seal 24x40 1 
17 11110100001 Reset button   2 
18 11110100005 Switch   1 
19 11110100007 Pan head screws with cross recess M4×1 4 
20 11140000006 Time relay JSZ6-4   AC24V 1 
21   Electric board for four post   1 
22 11140000001 Middle relay 10A  LY2N 4 

 

Parts list not showing in exploded view: 
 

No. Code Item Specs QTY 

1 T-joint (air cylinder) φ8 14010300041 3 

2 Right-angle connector (air cylinder) PL8-01 14010300015 4 

3 Muffler (air cylinder) BSLM01 14010300002 4 

4 Air pipe φ8 14010200002 1 set 

5 Air pipe φ6 14010200001 1set 

6 T-joint（Slide plate） φ6 14010300014 3 

7 Steel rope   1504000088 1set 

8 Hydraulic pipe   14020204144 1set 

9 Shock absorber M20×100 21100300063 4 

10 Shock absorber nut M20 21020300077 4 

11 hexagon thin castle nut M10 12010200008 4 

12 Spacer φ10 12050201005 4 

13 Shock absorber cup   21100300062 4 

14 Shock absorber rubber   16060400035 4 

15 Rubber block   16050400035 4 

16 Rubber block   16060400001 2 

17 Black cloth tube   21020300131 1 
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18 Rubber protection rubber tube for 
pipes of platform 

  11240000032 1 

19 Rubber seal for the pump   14020404015 1 
 

Consumable parts list: 

No. Code Item Specs QTY 

1 Sub-platform roller self-lubricating 
bearing 

353040 13010100098 8 

2 Self-lubricating bearing of 
sub-platform axis 

312830 13010100129 8 

3 Self-lubricating bearing of hinge 
shaft on sub-platform 

302630 13010100090 8 

4 Solid lubrication bearing 453533 13050000003 3 

5 Solid lubrication bearing 453522 1305000004 4 

6 Deep groove ball bearing 6003 13020100001 52 

7 Stop block   16050400010 8 

8 Rubber block   16050400035 4 

9 Rubber block   16050400052 4 

10 Rubber block   16060400001 2 
 

 


